Secret Lisbon

Why is the Portuguese coat of arms set at an angle of 17Â° on the facade of Rossio station?
Where in Portugal was The Magic Flute played for the first time and why did Mozart dedicate
it to his master Cagliostro? What is the theory concerning the fifth dynasty of Portugal, traces
of which are found in the street layout? Where can you find the most beautiful azulejos
secreted around the city? Why and how did Lusitania become Portugal (Porto Graal), the place
harbouring the legendary Holy Grail? Where can you find the Lisboan serial killers head
preserved in formalin? Why was the south doorway of the Jeronimos Monastery designed
according to Hebrew Kabbalistic principles? What symbols are concealed within the Saint
Vincent polytych at the Museum of Antique Arts? Who in fact are the Sebastianists, messianic
in the style of Shiite Muslims, awaiting the return of the lost King Sebastian?Since the Middle
Ages Lisbon has been a favorite site for the development and application of the theories of
alchemist kings, masonic ministers, occult poets, followers of hermeticism and the secret
knowledge of the Knights Templar, who found refuge in Portugal after they were banned from
the rest of Europe in the 14th century. Vitor Manuel Adriao, acclaimed historian and
philosopher, is heir to all this esoteric knowledge in Portugal. Here for the first time he reveals
his incredible knowledge in this truly initiatory guide, with a mind-boggling interpretation of
the arcana of a city which some consider is on the way to becoming the spiritual capital of
Europe.An exceptional guide.
Classics of Buddhism and Zen, Volume 4: The Collected Translations of Thomas Cleary, The
Clubs Of London V1: With Anecdotes Of Their Members, Sketches Of Character And
Conversations, The Complete Writings of Nathaniel Hawthorne Volume 16, Straight Talk, No
Chaser: How to Find, Keep, and Understand a Man, Observation:--Every Man His Own
University: -1917, Love on a Ranch Box Set 5: 4 western romance novellas,
The best secret places in Lisbon is the second of my â€œsecret Lisbonâ€• series, where I
portray the less commercial, less known, less touristic side. From converted warehouse
galleries to hidden century-old palaces, Lisbon is full of intriguing hidden corners that show an
alternative side to. Discover Lisbon's hidden gems! This guide will lead you to our absolute
favourite spots and restaurants in Lisbon. LXFactory - Street art in Lisbon - Sporting or
Benfica? - Adega da Barroca. Ask our team of Lisbon Spotters and they'll say it's the hidden
old spots that you can find in this ever-changing city; it's the city's lovely hills;. 'The Hidden
Secrets of Lisbon' will help you discover the soul of this remarkable city buy guiding you to
wonderful places where you'll fall in love with. Lisbon, Portugal's treasured capital, is far from
being overcrowded with tourists, which makes it easy to find interesting sights that are off the.
If you're visiting Lisbon, take a break from the traditional sightseeing spots and touristic
activities and visit one of the best secret places in.
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